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STUDENTS TO GREET CARDINAL
B.C. Grads, Bishops Wright and
Attlee Inaugurates Plan Reception For Most
Distinguished Alumnus
Comber, Receive New Appointments Tobin Lectures

Pope John XXIII last week an- attended St. John's Seminary,
nounced through the office of the Brighton and the North American
Apostolic Delegate in Washington College at Rome, and was ordained
the appointment of two Boston at Rome.
College graduates to new episcoDuring the following three years,
pal positions. Bishop John J. while serving as vice-rector of the
North American College, he obtained his Doctor of Divinity at
Rome's Gregorian University.
From his return to Boston in 1939
to his appointment as Secretary to
Cardinal O'Connell in 1943, he
served as pastor and teacher in
the Boston area.
On June 30, 1947, in Holy Cross
Cathedral, he was consecrated by
the then Archbishop Cushing. He
was named the first Bishop of
Worcester in 1950, by Pope Pius
XII.
Bishop Wright is recognized as
an able administrator and outstanding speaker and scholar.
Skillfully, he has organized the
infant Worcester Diocese into an
active Church Unit. He stressed
Catholic education in the diocese
and established a diocesan newspaper.

BISHOP

JOHN J. WRIGHT

Wright, '31, for nine years head
of the Worcester diocese, was appointed to the see of Pittsburgh,
the nation's tenth largest diocese.
Bishop John W. Comber, '27, Superior General of Catholic Foreign
Mission Society of America (Maryknoll) was elevated to the episcopacy as Titular Bishop of Foratiana.
This will be Bishop Wright's
second appointment since he served
as auxiliary bishop of Boston. In
1950, he was named to the newlycreated see of Worcester.
The bishop was born the oldest
of six children in Dorchester on
July 18, 1909. He attended Boston
Latin School and Boston College
from where he graduated in 1931.
While attending Boston College he
was an editor of The Heights. He

The appearance of Earl Attlee at Boston College on Feb. 19th
marks the inaugural event of what
is to be known as the Maurice J.

Tobin International Affairs Lecture.
In naming this lecture after the
late Mr. Tobin the Student Senate
of the College of Arts and Sciences
is honoring the memory of the
crispy gentleman who rose to various high positions of public trust,
including the governorship of
Massachusetts and membership in
the Cabinet of the President of the
United States. Many will remember well Mr. Tobin's intense interest and loyalty to Boston College.
He was a great friend of the University.

One of the largest assemblies of students on the campus is expected to turn out next Tuesday, February 10, for a formal reception
to His Eminence Richard Cardinal Cushing in Roberts Center at
10:30 a.m. This student reception to the newly created cardinal is arranged particularly to honor Boston's prelate on his recent return
from Rome, where he won the hearts of thousands.

CBA Hears Lecture
By Sec. of Labor
Secretary of Labor James P.
Mitchell will address the student
body of the College of Business
Administration at Boston College,
Thursday, at 3 p.m. (Feb. 12). The
member of President Eisenhower's
cabinet has been invited to speak
by the Student Senate of the business school.

A symbolic image has been designed and drawn to serve as a
Mitchell was appointed to his
perpetual representation of this
lecture. The appropriate and strik- cabinet post in October, 1953. Being drawing which was finally se- fore accepting President Eisenlected for this purpose is the work hower's call to government service,
in of Dermott OToole, A&S '59.
he was a personnel relations ad-

Bishop-elect Comber, born
Lawrence in March, 1906, was educated at St. John's Preparatory
School and Boston College. He was
ordained at the Maryknoll Seminary in 1931. After an active and
dangerous ten years of missionary
work in Manchuria, the new Bishop
was imprisoned by the Japanese
and spent two years in a concentration camp during World War 11.
He returned from the wars to become rector of the Maryknoll Major Seminary in 1943. Bishop-elect
Comber was chosen in 1956 as Superior General of Maryknoll, the
fourth since the order's founding
in 1911 where he directed the activities of the 1500 priests, brothers, and sisters who comprise the
Maryknoll Order. As titular bishop,
the ordinary bishop of an extinct
or surpressed see, he will remain
in his capacity as Superior of the
Maryknoll Order.

Chairmen of the several committees which are conducting this
lecture are: John E. O'Connor,
A&S '59, General Chairman; Coleman J. Flaherty, A&S '59; Gerard
H. Dalton, A&S '61; Maurice E.
Lapierre, A&S '59; Francis J. Martin, A&S '59; Thomas C. Heffernan, A&S '61; Jack Burke, CBA
'61; and Robert Riley, A&S '59.

viser and director of industrial relations for several large industrial
concerns. Secretary Mitchell was
called by the Government during
his career to serve in many posts
dealing with manpower and personnel problems. He has been Assistant Secretary of the Army.
During World War II he was director of the Industrial Personnel
Earl Attlee will speak on the Division of the War Department,
subject, World Government or responsible for the administration
World Chaos. Faculty and student of nearly 1,000,000 civilian emtickets can be bought for one dol- ployees of the Army Service
lar if purchased prior to the event.
Forces.
Section representatives of the College of Arts and Sciences will have
Presiding at the meeting will be
supplies of tickets. Tickets will
Rev.
W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., dean
also be on sale next week in the
foyer of Lyons Hall and in the of the College of Business AdminGuidance Office (A&S, G-110).
istration.

HIS EMINENCE
RICHARD CARDINAL CUSHING
The program will be introduced
by Mr. Thomas J. Murray and will
feature talks by Mr. Daniel J.
Geagan on Cardinal Cushing, the
Man, and by Miss Maureen Jackson on Cardinal Cushing, the Missioned as well as selections by the
Glee Club directed by Mr. C. Alexander Peloquin.
Very Reverend Michael P. Walsh,
S.J., President of the University,
will introduce His Eminence who
will address the students for the
first time since his formal elevation to the rank of Prince of the
Church.
Members of the Gold Key Society will usher, and members of
the honor societies Alpha Sigma
Nu, Cross and Crown, and Alpha
and Omega, will occupy a special
(Continued on Page 2)

MORAN "HEIGHTS" EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Senior Managing Board of THE
HEIGHTS officially announced last Tuesday
the appointment of Brian J. Moran as the
new Editor-in-Chief of THE HEIGHTS, effective with this issue. Also appointed with
him were Robert Hart, Managing Editor, and
Joseph Scalley, Copy Editor.

the Resident Students' Sodality, Treasurer of the
Dormitory Council, and a member of the Gold Key
Society. Joseph Scalley, A&S '61, a Biology major,
is a member of the Mendel Club, the Gold Key Society, and is a participant in the Honors Seminar.
of

Philip Langan, A&S '60, an English major, is a
member of the Sodality, the Writers' Workshop, the
Oliver Plunkett Society, and the Junior Week Committee. James Savage, A&S '60, am English major,
belongs to the Blessed Oliver Plunkett Society, the
Economics Academy, and the French Club. John
Gallivan, A&S '61, is in the A.B. Greek course. He
serves on the EditorialBoard of the Humanities, and
is a member of the NFCCS. Edward Hurley, A&S
'61, an English major, has been on the staff of The
Heights for two years, and is a member of B.C.'s
ski team.

The Board also decided that the term of
office of the new editors and all succeeding
editors will run from the beginning of the
second semester of the school year to the end
of the first semester of the ensuing year.
Voted on and approved was that from now
on there will be only one Editor-in-Chief
of THE HEIGHTS.
The following were appointed departmental editors: Philip Langan and James Savage, Sports;
John Gallivan and Ed Hurley, News; Anthony Arlotto and Martin Nolan, Features; and Anthony An-

derson, Business.
Brian Moran, A&S '60, an Economics major, is
the presiding Chairman of the NFCCS Youth Commission on campus. He has also served as President
of the Marquette Debating Society. Robert Hart,
A&S '60, a major in Sociology, is the Vice Prefect

Anthony Arlotto, A&S '61, a Modern Languages
major, is a member of the Sodality, the German

Club, and Humanities. He is on the staff of the

Faculty Newsletter, and participates in the Honors
Shown above after election to the new Managing Board of the Seminar. Martin Nolan, A&S '61, a History major,
Heights are, seated left to right: Bob Hart, Managing Editor and is President of the Young Democrats' Club, and is
Brian Moran, Editor-in-Chief; standing, Phil Langan and Jim Savage, on the Editorial Board of the Journal of Business
Co-Sports Editors; Ed Hurley and John Gallivan, Co-News Editors; and the Humanities. Anthony Anderson, CBA '61,
Anthony Arlotto, Co-Features Editor; Anthony L. Anderson, Business is the Sophomore Representative of his Section, and
Manager; Joe Scalley, Copy Editor; and Marty Nolan, Co-Features a member of the Sophomore Dinner-Dance ComEditor.
mittee.
(HEIGHTS

Photo by Austin

Brewin)
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Alpha and Omega
SponsorsCreativity

Traffic Court Conference
Convenes at Law School
JOHN CUMMINGS
In recognition of the sharp in- a uniform no-fix traffic ticket
crease in the number of vehicle ac- system and the best methods for
cident deaths in Massachusetts marshalling public opinion for the
during 1959 and a continued rise cause of reform. Among the panel
of injury and insurance rates, the members will be Gen. Otis M.
first statewide Traffic Court Con- Whitney, State Commissioner of
ference ever held in Massachusetts Public Safety, Clement A. Riley,
will convene next Monday, Feb- Registrar of Motor Vehicles, and
ruary 9, for three days of discus- John R. Whearley, District Atsion to be held at the Boston Col- torney of Plymouth County.
lege Law School. The conference,
One of the most pressing probunder the direction of Wendell H. lems facing traffic officials is the
Coltin of the Boston Herald, well- rising incidence of drunken drivknown traffic safety expert, will ing. The Conference will attempt
be conducted under the joint spon- to present both the legal and moral
sorship of the Herald and the aspects
of this problem. The Hon.
Greater Boston Chamber of Com- Lawrence G. Brooks, Judge of Maiconjunction
with a na- den District Court, will address the
merce in
tion-wide program administered group on "Massachusetts Views on
by the American Bar Association Driving under the Influence" and
and Northwestern University.
a panel will discuss the question of
Father Drinan, Dean of the Law whether or not penalties are too
School, in announcing the Confer- light in Massachusetts in cases of
ence, stated that similar programs drunken driving. The much disheld recently at Vale, Northwest- cussed film "The New Sins," reern, and the University of Illinois cently issued by the Archdiocese
had been most successful in focus- of Chicago, which deals specificaling attention on the urgent prob- ly with the relationship of drunken
lems facing our traffic courts.
driving and the Fifth CommandFather Drinan emphasized that ment, will be shown.
the conferences "offer judges an
The television program Dateopportunity to increase their ability to build respect for all law, Line Boston will note the Conferwhile hearing their part of 25,000,- ence on a special program Monday
-000 traffic citations issued annual- night at 6:00 p.m. on WHDH-TV,
ly." He added, "these traffic viola- Channel 5. Mr. William Bird of
tions are symptoms of disrespect the Chamber of Commerce will
for law
a disease which can be serve as moderatorof a panel made
cured effectively only in the Traf- up of several of the participants
in the activities of the Traffic
fic Court."
Fr. Drinan, in reference to the Court Conference.
American Bar Association's interest in this problem, explained,
"Ninety percent of the people who
come in contact with the administration of justice do so in the
Traffic Court. Consequently, it is
very important that the Traffic
The appointment of two new
Court be the very best type of
court and that the people who members to the faculty at Boston
come before it get a good impres- College was announced by Very
sion." He extended an invitation to Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., Presattend to all district court judges, ident.
Rev. Robert Dyson, S.J., world
as well as prosecutors and other
famed biblical scholar who recentcourt personnel.
The program of the conference ly completed writing "The Cathitself is being arranged by James olic Bible in the St. Peter's EdiP. Economos, director of the Traf- tion," was named as a Professor in
fic Court program of the American the Theology Department.
Mr. John R. Willis, S.J., formerBar Association.
The opening session on Monday ly a professor at Bates College,
will be addressed by the Hon. Fos- was appointed an assistant profester Furcolo, who recently called for sor in the Department of History.
an increase of vigilance in order to
Father Dyson, who was born in
reduce the mounting traffic toll. England and lived in Somerville
Other speakers will be John Volpe, before preparing for the Society of
president of the Greater Boston Jesus, spent twenty-two years as
Chamber of Commerce and former a professor of Biblical Theology
Massachusetts Commissioner of at the Pontifical Biblical Institute
Public Works and National High- in Rome. He also taught Sacred
way Administrator, and Robert B. Scripture at Weston College.
The new Bible was published
Choate, publisher of the Boston
Herald and Traveler.
this fall. The late Pope Pius XII
The Conference will deal with encouraged his monumental work
the problem of public support for and wrote the frontispiece, stating
traffic reforms in two panel meet- it was his ardent desire that a
ings which will discuss the advis- more widespread knowledge and
ability of establishing in this state love of Holy Writ be promoted.

The Alpha and Omega Honor
Society has announced that its
second annual academic contest
between freshman and sophomore

By

?

classes of the School of Education
will begin next Monday, February
9, 1959. The contest, open only to
members of these two classes, is
designed to encourage originality

and creativity and to extend to
academic areas the spirit of interclass rivalry manifested most recently in the interclass skit competition.

Seated left to right, Father Robert Drinan, S.J. and Mr. Robert
F. Choate, publisher of Boston Herald-Traveler; standing, Mr. George
Minot, Herald Managing Editor; Mr. John Volpe, President of Greater
Boston Chamber of Commerce; and Mr. Wendell Coltin, Herald Safety
Crusade Editor.

The Junior Prom Committee
invites all Juniors to enter their
"Theme Contest." A free ticket
to the Junior Prom will be given
to the Junior who submits the
most original and suitable idea
for a Junior Prom theme. Idea
entries should be submitted
along with the name and school
of the contestant, in a box
placed for the purpose in the
foyer of the Lyons Hall Cafeteria. The contest will run for
one week only beginning Monday, February 9th and will end
on February 13th. The Junior
Prom will take place on May 1.

Professor Hughes
New English Head
Professor Richard Hughes has

been appointed Chairman of the
Department of English. Dr. Hughes
holds degrees from Siena College,
Ludonville, N.Y., Boston College,
and the University of Wisconsin.
He succeeds Prof. Edward Hirsch,
who will remain as Professor in
the Department of English.

ulty ppointments
NeFawcA

Made in Theology, History
At a luncheon last week, noting
the publishing of this Bible, Fr.
Dyson made the unusual suggestion
that Biblical scholars of all Christian denominations cooperate in a
joint English translation of Scripture that would be acceptable to
all English-speaking Christians. He
declared that this would be one of
the most effective steps ever taken
towards Christian unity. Fr. Dyson
pointed out that the difference between the Protestant and Catholic
versions are slight. He mentioned
that the Christians of France, Germany and the Netherlands presently employ common versions.
While at Boston College, Fr.
Dyson will continue research for
two projected books in addition to
his teaching assignment.
Mr. John Willis, S.J., is a convert to Catholicism. He entered
the Society of Jesus in August,
1955, after seven years as a member of the Bates College faculty.
He received his Ph.D. in History
at Vale, and is an alumnus of Amherst College, class of 1939.
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(Continued from Page 1)
section. Although faculty members
are not involved actively in this
student reception, they are expected
to form a sizable section on the
main floor.

\
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Freshmen and sophomores are
invited to submit entries in the
following fields: essay, short story,
poetry, and oratory. Contestants
may represent their classes as
often as they wish by submitting
any number of entries in each of
the fields except oratory in which
case one entry per student is the
limit. Entries must be submitted
before the close of school Mar. 9th.
Judges will be members of the
Honor Society. Winners in each
field as well as the winning class
will be announced at an assembly
later in the second semester.

BREAKFAST
AT

VANCLEEF
&ARPELS'

I often remember old parties I have gone to, the
people present, and their foibles. For example, there
is the one Heather Goquickly gave, some years ago,
in her tiny Manhattan apartment.
A line formed in front of her place at six o'clock; it
was almost seven before I stood, cold can of Schaefer
beer in hand, in a crowded corner of the apartment.
I watched Heather flying smoothly over the upturned heads of her adoring claque (a stagehandfriend had put up one of those wirerigs one associates
with ornate television productions of Peter Pan),
dispensing Schaefer-largesse and pointing out chairs
to the most elderly of her guests.

I

A creep shouted up at Heather. His head was hugebig, and he was wearing stilts; without them, one
might have thought him a Dwarf Person. Words
came out of his mouth like machine-gun bullets:
|
tj| "Rat-a-tat-tat; tat-tat: and tat," he said, handing
Heather her three-stringed dulcimer, which she
§|
played very well. Strumming it, she began to sing
the happy air so popular today: What d'ya hear in the
|1| best of circles? "Schaefer all i^wamamri^^^git
111 around!''' Then she landed %
j J beside me and wistfully I
P?iiiiir^j
tres,
drank
beer.
"How
my
V%
\u25a0 K^Ej
\u25a0 'trial" she sighed in her
happy-sad voice.
5

111
111

Great buy!

the trim-fitting
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"Me or the Schaefer?"

H

"Both of you, darling. Youremind me of my brother
Ed; the Schaefer, that'seasy: it's got a smooth round
flavor; never sharp, never flat." A tiger cub jumped
into Heather's arms. She handed him to me. "You
keep him Ed, or darling, or whoever you are; I think
I'm off for Tangier now." Taking only a can of
Schaefer, she was gone.

I

111
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?first in fashion
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I've heardfrom her just once: a post card scribbled
in Swahili. Of course, the tiger grew too big, and I
had to let him go. I've seen him since, though; he's
found a proper home with a traveling circus. I hope
Heather has too.
THE F.S M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.
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Clinton Rossiter to
Give Coe Lecture
on February 12

of the

Modern World is Specialization"
by THOMAS C.

HEFFERNAN

The featured speaker of this
semester's Coe Lecture series will
be Clinton Lawrence Rossiter, an
authority on American History. Dr.
Rossiter's topic will be The Crisis
of the American Political Tradition.
The lecture, which will be delivered
at 4:00 P.M. on Thursday, February 12th, at Bapst Library Auditorium, is free to all.

Stephen Spender's "Readings and Comments" provided an audience
of several hundred with more than an hour of interesting intellectual
fare last Sunday evening at Bapst auditorium. The tall, distinguished
poet opened his remarks with witty observations and, keeping the light
touch, interspersed his more serious remarks with laugh-provoking
flashes of humor. Speaking of the twenties as years of decadence, the
thirties as years of revolt, and the forties as a decade of chaos, Spender
quipped, "The fifties seem to be years of Eisenhower."
In a more serious vein, Spender England by the "aristocracy's guilt
remarked that "In some of its by association in the matter of unaspects religion is frozen poetry, employment and Fascism," and the
and in some ways poetry is liquid fact that the "politics of the thirties
(Heights Photo by Austin Brewin)
religion," in reply to a question was not expressed in politics but in
AT PRESIDENTS TEA held last Tuesday are left to right: Tom
posed by Reverend Terence L. Con- art."
nolly, S.J., who inquired as to
Tanous, Senior Delegate of NFCCS; Bill Fawcett, President of the
In the thirties, the "dissection of Dormitory Council; Very Reverend Michael P. Walsh, S.J.; and Ed Calwhether the poet's writings from empires
and the fall of multi- lahan, Co-Editor of the Scope.
the twenties to the present were
not unduly influenced by the ex- tudinous crowns" gave rise to a
ternal environment at the expense "hatred of the means used in war.
the outbreak of World War
of the internal and spiritual. The After
11, however, this was nothing more

poet further stated that "one re-

lates the inner life with the external," but that there is a "difference between the religious and
the artistic temperament. Art is
very involved with the external
world," he continued, "because its
function is to create something out
of it. The strength of religion is
that it can afford to ignore the
world, but the poet feels he must
bring back all the external world
into the imagination, to make it a
part of human drama."

than a dream from which we
woke."

Remarks of the Very Rev. MiCommenting on the evolution of chael P. Walsh, S.J., President of
his own poetry, Spender asserted Boston College, at the Citizens'
that "the World War I poets, Wil- Seminar, January 27, 1959: "It is
fred Owens and Edward Thomas, a great privilege for me to welare spiritual fathers of mine," but come you
to this, the first Citizens'
that "I increasingly think of my
of
Seminar
the 1958-59 academic
poems of twenty years ago as not
belonging to me but to another year.
generation."
"As we began to formulate our

This difference of attitude
between the writing of one decade
Citing the predominant ideas ex- and another is notable in Eliot's
pressed in the twenties and thirties "Four Quartets."
as reflections of the characteristics
Previously, Eliot wrote about
of those decades, Mr. Spender,
speaking in a rich, clear voice, em- "the temporal city of the Wastephasized that poetry usually is land, but after World War 11, he
adapted to the spirit of the times in was concerned with the eternal
which it is written. The truth of city." The same is true of Auden,
this statement was made evident but he seemed to have a "bad conwhen Mr. Spender cited examples science about it." Now poetry befrom the history of English poetry. came "personal as opposed to impersonal, notably in the writings of
He pointed out that English Dylan Thomas."
artistic expression before World
War I demonstrated "an incredible Speaking of Thomas and D. H.
innocence, a child-like quality. This Lawrence, the lecturer remarked
characteristic of English poetry that poetry which expresses "exand painting made innocence to be treme attitudes explodes." These
almost a condition," a necessary extremes seem to be inevitable,
starting point. This 'green-ness' however,because new poets are al"'
from William Blake and the Eliz- ways inventing, since "the achieveabethans seemed doomed to dis- ment of each generation condemns
appear."
the attempts of future writers to
do the same thing."
He indicated this rather constant
attitude predominating in English
Questioned about free verse, Mr.
thought was exploded by the ugly Spender replied that "there is no
reality of the World War, evidenced such thing; it is only called free
by the radically different poetry of verse." He said such verse was not
W. H. Auden. As Mr. Spender really free, because it was "a
stated, "The poetry of Auden is a variation on traditional verse, so
chemical kind of writing
de- deeply known to the poet that the
veloped phrase by phrase and word reader and poet both scarcely advert
by word. Through the chemical to it." He further stated that
detachment of Auden, there re- "completely free verse ends in
sulted a freedom from the previous prose."
'green-ness' and innocence." BeThe poet cited Whitman as an
yond this freedom, Auden's poetry
the example when he said that Whitexpresses "a kind of malice
man wrote in free verse which was
objectivity of one who thinks he
influenced by the rhythms of the
in
world."
decaying
lives a
Old Testament. This influence afThe poet felt the masterpiece fected his own poetry as well, the
which conveyed the feeling of lecturer stated.
decadence, which was the mark of
Spender's lecture was perhaps
the twenties, was T. S. Eliot's The
the
most informative of the series
mainly
This
was
due
Wasteland.
to his wealth of commentary.
due
helpto its communication of the
effect of modern
lessness man felt due to the change Speaking of the
on poetic
in our civilization. Eliot wrote that methods of communication
pointed out that "the
he
expression,
end
"not
with
a
the world would
calamity of the modern world is
bang but a whimper."
specialization" which results in the
A gradual change in predominant inability of a specialist in one field
world conditions transformed the to understand a specialist in
attitude of detachment of"The another "in terms of reason." The
Wasteland" and many other poems gap is closed by poetry which aims
of the twenties to a spirit of revolt at "a kind of meeting together of
in the next decade, the poet em- all the activities of life on a comphasized. This was occasioned in mon meeting ground."
?

?

Glee Club Presents
Rindge Auditorium Concert
On Sunday, February 8, the Boston College Glee Club, under the
sponsorship of Sacred Heart Parish
of Cambridge, will present a concert at Rindge Auditorium.

President's Seminar Message

Anvil Chorus
Verdi
Ballad of Hurry Up from Pajama

Game
Love Walked In
Someone To Watch Over Me

Melody

seminar program for this year, we
were confronted with a rather
serious problem. The Citizens'
Seminars have always been regarded as a forum, where significant ideas bearing on the welfare
of this community might be discussed boldly, objectively, dispassionately. Unfortunately, even
the most brilliant ideas cannot
solve our problems unless they are
transmuted into action. Here we
face an impasse. As a university,
Boston College can investigate
problems and indicate possible
solutions, but it is not our function
to lobby for action. We can help to
point the way; but leadership for
action must arise from within the
community.

"We feel that our discussions
have been helpful. We have
brought together a representative
group of citizens, whose numbers
cut across all the social, political,
national, racial and religious

Film Society
Revises Schedule

Campus Council to Promote
Foreign Exchange Program
Within the past decade the American college campus has undergone a profound and heartening
change. Not only have architectural innovations been introduced,
but of far greater importance is
the fact that here has also been a
sharp increase in the enrollment of
foreign students in the colleges and
universities in this country. This
is due, in great part, to an ever
expanding program of inter-educational exchanges, a program in
which the United States plays a
major role.
A survey, conducted by the Institute of International Education,
indicates that the 43,391 "exchanges" in the United States

Included in the program will be: Strike Up the Band
Landsighting
Grieg Bonnie Eloise
Folk
Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring .... Bach Reapers' Song
Ballad
Soon Ah Will Be Done ...Spiritual March of the Peers from lolanthe "represent every major geographPilgrims' Chorus
Wagner Battle Hymn
Howe ical and political area of the
Hymne a la nuit
Rameau Te Deum
Flor Peeters world," with the majority of ex-

government department.

During 1953 he conducted the
seminar in American studies at
groups and interests of the area. Salzburg in Austria and was also
We believe we have brought them awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship
together in an atmosphere some- for the years 1953-54.
what unique. We have highlighted
In 1955, Dr. Rossiter was a Johnour problems, analyzed them, son Lecturer at Pomona College,
stressed the urgency of their solu- and in 1956 a Walgreen Lecturer
tion. The press, radio, and tele- at the University of Chicago. Howvision, with genuine interest and ever, his activities have not been
cooperation, have featured our confined to these fields alone; he
discussions. Recently, in an attempt has served as a consultant both for
to carry our presentation beyond the Rockefeller Foundation and
for the Fund for the Republic.
the limits of this Seminar Room, also
In addition, he is a prominent memwe have welcomed the opportunity ber of the American Antiquarian
to telecast twice weekly over the society, and the Institute of Early
educational Channel 2, a series of American History and Culture.
programs dealing with the Boston
Dr. Rossiter has had three of his
problems. We call this program,
books
published:
Constitutional
"City in Crisis," because we think Dictatorship
in 1948; Conservation
that the people of a city cannot be in America in 1955; and, The
indifferent to its crisis.
American Presidency in 1956.
"During the past months, many
of the people of the community
have inquired whether our seminars
were to continue. There was an
urgency in their requests. They
insisted that our forum must reDr. Louis Sumberg, Director of
main open, that men must continue
the
Boston College
Society,
to speak, to discuss, to continue this week announcedFilm
the revised
to explore, to offer the same solid schedule for
this semester's preand all of this in the
counsel
sentations.
hope that, soon rather than late,
action would follow.
The new season will be inaugurated on Friday, February 6,
"Our meetings here have clarified with the showing of the film classic
many issues. The picture is clearer
All Quiet on the Western Front by
and better understood than ever Erich
Marie Remarque. The 1930
before. But we must continue more production, which received two
than our research. The seminars Academy Awards, stars Lew Ayres.
themselves must continue. Too It traces the adventures of seven
many good movements have risen
young school boys who enter the
in Boston, only to flicker for a time
German Imperial Army in 1914
and die, to be discovered and suc- through the
four long years of war.
ceed elsewhere. The university is
an institution accustomed not only
The following Friday, Feb. 13,
to the search but to the struggle the Little World of Don Camillo
for truth and it has no fear of dis- will be shown. This film, adapted
couragement or failure."
from the book of the same name
by Giovanni Guareschi, is one of
The HEIGHTS news staff is the funniest pictures to have come
always ready to give extensive from Europe in the past decade.
The plot deals with the adventures
publicity to all campus organizations and their activities. Every of an all-too-human priest in an
attempt will be made to give all Italian village as he battles the
forces of international communism
news releases immediate publication. We ask only that a 4 personified by the village's rascally
but lovable mayor.
P.M. Monday deadline be respected.
The picture stars the French
comic, Fernandel as Don Camillo
and the Italian character actor Gino
Cervi as Peppino, the mayor.
Presentations in succeeding
weeks include: March 6, Shakespeare's Henry V, starring Sir Laurence Olivier and Robert Newton;
March 13, Monsieur Vincent, the
change students coming from the story of
the life of Saint Vincent
Far East and Latin America.
dc Paul as portrayed by the
The obvious importance of this Comedie Francaise; April 10, Cyfact needs no further comment. rano dc Bergerac, starring Jose
This fact, coupled with the in- Ferrer and Mala Powers; April 17,
herent, if not yet readily per- the Charlie Chaplin Festival,
which
ceptible, benefits to the American
is made up of three Chaplin classics,
body
student
indicates a growing The Rink, The Vagabond
and Easy
need for more active participation Street; May 1, Pride
and Prejudice,
in the program.
starring Sir Laurence Olivier,
To meet this need and to attract Greer Garson and Mary Boland.
more foreign students to Boston
College, the Campus Council has
All films are shown in Campion
undertaken as one of its major Hall 8, promptly at 4:00 p.m., 6:30
r
projects a foreign student fund and 8:30. Admission is 50 cents per
raising program. A committee has film but a season's membership for
been appointed to study this all seven presentations is available
problem, and at a meeting this past at $2.50. Membership can be purThursday plans were discussed. chased from Dr. Sumburg in the
The Council plans to undertake Lyons Cafeteria foyer or in the
further action on this question at Modern Language Department on
later meetings.
the fourth floor of Lyons Hall.
?

"But it is unfortunate that more
of the sound ideas, developed and
expressed here and greeted with
approval in the community, have
not been put into action. Working
together at these Citizens' Seminars, we have explored the fiscal
problems of the Metropolitan area
and of the State. We have discussed transportation and traffic
and parking, as have so many
others. We examined the housing
situation. We have counseled "economy". We have urged planning at
the metropolitan level as a basic
step, not only to the solution of
present complexities, but as a necessity for coping with future
development. We have assigned the
shortcomings and advantages of
Metropolitan Boston.

Dr. Rossiter, who received his
BA. from Cornell in 1939; his M.A.
and Ph.D. from Princeton in 1941
and 1942 respectively; and his LI.D.
from Kenyon College in 1956, began
his career as a teacher at the University of Michigan. During World
War II he served on active duty
with the Navy. Upon leaving the
service, Dr. Rossiter joined the
faculty of Cornell University,
where he is presently head of the
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R
Reflctions esponsibility
Facing each new Managing Board of The Heights,
there is a myriad of problems and headaches. We
have about thirty of them, the approximate number
of publications of the new editors. Young, eager and
inexperienced we have come, not to judge past performances?but to accept our new and rather serious
responsibilities.
The task, we hope, is not above us, though in
itself, it is a difficult one. We shall present to you,
our readers, what we feel should be presented. But
therein lies our fundamental problem?that of policy. The number of our predecessors who recognized
this problem and the number who successfully faced
up to it, can be measured by those years in which
The Heights stood in high esteem on the campus.
We cannot and we will not debase our paper,
nor will we insult our readers with critical attacks
on personalities in our editorial columns. We enthusiastically agree with the administration in its
academic, athletic and physical plans for furthering the maturity of the student. The days of the
self-styled bureaucrats of the "five star extra" have
ended. The conviction of The Heights will be guided
by the voice of student opinion and not the emotions immature as they may be, of any one indi-

vidual or group of individuals.
Perhaps this seems to be a familiar refrain. It
has been written before, many times, by just as
many eager and inexperienced men. But we guarantee a newspaper that is colorful and interesting, one
that is the result of hard work and accurate reporting. It is true, and almost inconceivable that we
can publish 30 or more issues of The Heights without having an occasion arise to take issue with the
administration. Should such arise, our suggestion
will be in the manner of constructive and sincere
criticism and not a childish immaturity that has
often and unfortunately colored our pages.
Again this year as in past years, we shall endeavor to increase student interest not only in The
Heights, but in all campus activities. We hope to
establish our feature pages and letters column as a
sounding board of intelligent and objective student
opinion; to keenly impress upon the student, that
this is his newspaper, for which he pays, and not
the newspaper of those few who publish it.
We hope for more interest and cooperation from
the faculty, without which it is impossible to bring
to fulfillment the purpose of THE HEIGHTS. The
paper is an all encompassing one. It is the only
complete news organ of the university. It should be
as much a part of the professors' academic life to
publicize, criticize and to praise as it is of the students.
Lest we forget?the activities. Our new format
and increased news space will accommodate twentyfive per cent more news articles. This is a news
paper. To this end our work is ordained. The final
evaluation of our efforts will be determined by the
cooperation, of all activities in making and presenting us with the news. We urge all of the departments and clubs to submit news releases, either in
writing, by phone or in person.
Again it cannot be stressed too emphatically
that THE HEIGHTS belongs to the students. Membership in THE HEIGHTS is open to all who are
willing to work and to devote their time. The pages
of THE HEIGHTS are open also to those who cannot afford to work full time and yet who have something interesting and informative to say. The only
requirement is that such be in good taste.
Finally, lest we commit our first serious mistake,
we wish to thank our immediate predecessors, Terry
Logan and Tom Tanous, for their advice, assistance
and encouragement. It is theirs now to deservedly
retire and seek out the more genteel life of studying
and career-seeking.
It is our goal, our only desire, to fulfill the responsibilities we have incurred. If we succeed, we
will be satisfied. Our hope is that you, the reader,
will be.

MULCAHY

Pardy,

By

JACK McNEALY and BRENDA CROWLEY

...
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THIS WEEK
Robin Hood's Ten Acres in Wayland will host the Sophomore
Dinner-Dance tomorrow evening promptly at 7:30. Admission is $6.50
per couple and all students are invited. The Sophomore Class Council
will hold an open meeting next Friday afternoon to discuss the report
of the dance committee and plans for the prom
The Cross and
Crown Ball will take place tomorrow evening at 8:30 at Alumni Hall.
"All Quiet on the Western Front" is the first in the magnificent
series planned by the Film Society for the second semester. Season
tickets for the entire program are on sale in the foyer of the cafeteria
for $2.50. Performances are held on Fridays at 4, 6:30, and 8:30 P.M.
This evening the School of Nursing holds their annual FatherDaughter Night at 8 P.M. in Campion Auditorium.
Visitors to the school tomorrow need not be alarmed if the campus
appears to be under martial law. It will only be members of the Junior
ROTC class doing a little weekend training.
St. Elizabeth's Hospital School of Nursing holds their Valentine's
Dance this evening at 8 p.m. in the school auditorium. All B.C. students
are invited to this outstanding event.
St. Ignatius' parish is sponsoring a Sports Night Sunday at the
church hall. Bob Murphy, Red Sox announcer, will show a film entitled "The Best of Sports in '58." Admission is one dollar and refreshments will be served.

.

. . . The
AND NEXT
Cadet Officers' Club will present Captain Walter Mayo at
their meeting Monday night at 7:30 in Fulton 412 . . . The Coe Lectures will sponsor Clinton Rossiter speaking
"Crisis of the Amer-

Homey Brooklynese philosophy combined with
aesthetic Shintoism, add a touch of originality to a
haggard story. "Majority of One" concerns a Brooklyn Jewish woman (Gertrude Berg) whose daughter
(Ina Balm) and son-in-law (Michael Tolin) persuade
her to accompany them to Japan where the son-in-law
is stationed with the diplomatic corps. On the passage
mother Jacoby, who has harbored hate for the Japanese for 14 years, is wooed by Mr. Asano (Cedric
Hardwicke), a Japanese millionaire. When in Japan,
mother shows herself capable of solving the complex
international problems which diplomats could not
conquer. Having accomplished peace on earth, mother
returns to Brooklyn.
Two principal morals are inferred in the soap
grand-opera. One, that racial and religious bigotry is
foolishness. Every man must be judged according to
his own merit. Second, that although the younger
generation may think they see all and know all, parents must not compromise their wisdom in an attempt to "Live Modern".

With such morals, who

can

be argumentative?

Gertrude Berg, a twenty-nine year veteran of radio, video, and cinema versions of"The Goldbergs",
ican Political Tradition", on Thursday, Feb. 12, in Bapst Auditorium displayed herself as the undisputed mistress of warm
and human Hebrew humor. At the artistic climax of
at 4 o'clock.
Juniors: Don't forget to enter the Prom Theme contest. Details the play, Mrs. Berg donned the costume of her Japanese host and became the first "Mama Butterfly".
are on page 2.
on

THEATER
These are the last two days that you can see the new comedy, "A
Majority of One" at the Colonial, starring Gertrude Berg and Cedric
Hardwicke.
A little bit of Ireland is coming to Boston during the next few
weeks in preparation for St. Patrick's Day.
Fay Compton will play the role of an Irish mother who urges
her son to the priesthood in "God and Kate Murphy" which opens at
The Charles Playhouse is presenting Scan
the Wilbur on Feb. 14
O'Casey's "Shadow of a Gunman", a drama set in the Irish rebellion
of 1920. This is the third production from this group in the current
Shirley Booth
season and will play for the month of February
and Melvyn Douglas star in the musical "Juno" which will be at the
Shubert for the next three weeks.
Opening February 24th at the Little Opera House is the off Broadway production by the Irish Players of "Playboy of the Western
World".

..

OPERA

.

.

.

.

Tonight and tomorrow the Boston Conservatory Theatre Workshop
will present the opera Martha at their auditorium. Free tickets are
Myra Hess will play a proavailable at the Boston Conservatory
gram of Bach, Mozart, Shubert, and Beethoven at Symphony Hall,
"A Touch of the Blues" is the title of the Jazz
Sunday at 3 P.M.
Concert at Symphony Hall tonight with Diana Washington, James
Moody, and Ray Charles starring.
Mail orders are now being accepted for Mantovani concert at Symphony Hall Friday, March 6th.
The Metropolitan Opera Association will be at the Metropolitan
Theatre in Boston for nine performances from April 13th-19th. Mail
Orders will be accepted beginning Feb. 9th at the Boston Opera Assoc, 420 Boylston St., Boston. The repetoire includes: Vanessa, Rigo-

...

.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke utilized his vast theatrical
experience as a noble and courteous Japanese gentleman. His own distinctively English accent produced
some unusual sounds in a Japanese dialect. The formality, and strict custom of Japanese tradition contrasted with the friendly informality of the JudoAmerican home.

The supporting cast demonstrated superior character-acting ability. Mac Questral, who portrayed a
Jewish neighbor in Brooklyn demonstrated a masterful adaptation of dialogue and gesture. Settings were
tastefully designed and minutely executed.
On many occasions, Mrs. Berg tactfully linked
contrasting scenes. At one moment, the audience
would be convulsed with laughter; in an instant,
heavy with grief for a Gold Star mother.
Michael Tolin, as Jerry Black, the son-in-law was
constant and effective. Mr. Tolin was most convincing
when he was portraying confusion in his character.
Ina Balm, as Alice Black, was a worthy mate in
most scenes. On occasion her volume would decrease,
to the point where (from the heights of the Second
Balcony, at least) she was not audible.
"A Majority of One" is by no means a classic of
the American stage, but for an evening's mirth with
a lesson too, kimona the production. Genug and Sayonara.

letto, Carmen, Tosca, Don Giovanni, La Boheme, Die Fledermauss,
Cavalleria Rusticana, Pagliacci, and Madame Butterfly.

SPORTS
Be at the Garden Monday night when the Eagles meet Boston
University for the Beanpot Tourney Championship. In other games,
they play at Army and Providence the 7th and 10th respectively
Meanwhile, the basketball team plays at Villanova and Navy tonight
and tomorrow night, before returning home to engage Brandeis on

.

.

...

Tuesday evening.
In the professional world, the Celtics encounter the St. Louis
Hawks tonight at the Boston Garden. Sunday they meet the Cincinnati Royals and Wednesday the Philadelphia Warriors
The Bruins
play at home against the Rangers Sunday and the Blackhawks Thursday
The B.A.A. track meet takes over the Garden tomorrow night,
featuring seven-foot high jumper John Thomas.

..

Sub Turri Deadline

..

CAMPUS NOTES
Cupid hovered over the Eagles during the Holidays because Wedding Bells are ringing for a great many. Congratulations to: John F.
Baer, Jr. (A&S '59) and Mary Garvey (Ed. '58); Francis Bowden (CBA
'59) and Maureen Good; Robert J. Collins (CBA '61) and Dorothea
Murphy; Cathy Dooly (Ed. '59) and Eugene Thayer; Lucille lovino
(Ed. '59) and Tony DiPietro (A&S '57).

The second yearbook payment
is due no later than February 27

L

-..**.

*

Features Deadline
Manuscripts are solicited from all
undergraduates. Deadline is one
week preceding issue Friday at
4 P.M.
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POPE JOHN SEEKS UNITY

Anthony

5

Arlotto

"OPTIMUS MAGISTER..."

Oecumenical Councils
At the close of the Church Unity
Octave celebrations in Rome, the
Holy Father, Pope John XXIII announced that he planned to summon shortly an oecumenical council. After the Council of Jerusalem,
the Church has had to summon her
hierarchy twenty times to suppress
heresy, define dogma, and enforce
discipline.

By definition, a Church council
is an assembly of ecclesiastics,
properly convoked, to consider and
to define doctrine or discipline or
other ecclesiastical matters. An
oecumenical, or world-wide council
is one to which all bishops and
others with a right to vote are
summoned; it is not necessary that
every bishop attend, but merely
that all bishops be invited and a
substantial number be present. In
addition, a council must be convoked by the Pope or at least with
his approval. When these conditions are fulfilled, the decrees of
the council approved by the Pope
are binding on all Catholics.

The original oecumenical council, the Council of Jerusalem, in
49 A.D., is described in the Acts
of the Apostles, and all succeeding councils have found their origin and basicrules of order in these
proceedings.

The Apostles and presbyters
gathered in Jerusalem and recognized their own infallibility under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit;
and the whole council bowed to the
advice of Peter, the first Pope.

Of the twenty councils which
have been convened after Jerusalem, three are especially important, Nicaea, Trent, and the Vatican.
The Council of Nicaea was convened by the Emperor Constantine in agreement with and by consent of Pope Saint Sylvester to put
down the Arian Heresy which denied the consubstantiality of the
Father and the Son. At this council in 325 the Pope was represented
by a bishop and two Roman priests
who conducted the sessions and
who later signed the decrees and
canons. These were then officially
promulgated by the Emperor, and
they became the law of the Empire. Also, from this council of Nicaea dates our present custom of
observing Easter on the first Sunday after the vernal equinox.
In the sixteenth century, the
crisis of the Protestant Reformation forced the Church to summon
the nineteenth general council at
Trent. Although only five bishops
responded to the original bull of

summons of Pope Paul 111, over
two hundred prelates were present
for the final reading of decrees
before they were submitted to the
Holy Father for approval. Trent
was the longest (18 years) and
most important council in the
Church's history. Among its numerous decrees were those setting
forth the doctrine of justification
which had never been previously
defined. In addition, the council
issued the decrees which from that

time have regulated the lives of the
clergy and religious.
Four hundred years later, in the
age of nineteenth century rationalism, Pius IX summoned the
twentieth oecumenical council to
meet in the Vatican. The most important of the decrees of this council was the one defining the infallibility of the pope when he speaks
ex cathedra on faith and morals.
Besides summoning those who normally attend a council, Pius IX
also sent an invitation to Eastern
Orthodox and Protestant Bishops
to be present. Both parties declined. The Vatican council adjourned in 1870, but it has never
been officially closed.
Now Pope John XXIII is again
seeking to attain unity of Christians through an oecumenical council. Protestants greeted the papal
appeal with caution while the
Eastern Churches seemed more
favorable. One Orthodox metropolitan openly approved the idea of
an oecumenical council to iron out
differences between his church and
the Church of Rome.
The Vatican statement on Pope
John's announcement best expresses the purposes of the new
council:"The convocation of the
oecumenical council, in the thoughts
of the Holy Father, aims not only
at the edification of Christian peoples, but is intended also as an invitation to the separated communities in quest of unity, to which end
so many hearts aspire in so many
parts of the earth."

LetE
rsho ditor
Dear Sir:
In commenting upon "Books or
Artifacts" in your issue of January 15, it would be an insult to
the intelligence of your readers to
print a correction of all its misstatements?so obviously false and
so intemperately expressed. The
withdrawal of a book on the Index,
and the publication of the fact with
an accompanying photograph, reflects a student mentality that has
reached a new "low." Any adult
with even a faint instinct of decency would merely have called the
error to the attention of the Librarian.
Before publishing his complete
misunderstanding of the mind of
forbidden books, it would have
been well if your correspondent
had read in the Catholic Encyclopedia the articles on the Index and
Censorship, as well as Leo XIII's
pronouncement, Officiorum et Munerum which describes whole categories of forbidden books not mentioned by name in the Index.

the statement:
"Father Robert Lloyd, S.J., came
to the Library in May 1931 and
examined it to get ideas for his
new chapel," an inquiry was sent
to Father Lloyd asking if this was
true. Father Lloyd's answer was:
"Your question is a mystery to
me." Your contributor will, no
doubt, be at pains to see that this
corrective reaches his informant.
Independently of Father Lloyd's
answer, the statement is absurd?
as if a person of intelligence would
visit a building rich in the Gothic
beauty inspired by the Ages of
Faith, to get ideas for a chapel in
Georgetown Prep, a school built in
the severe tradition of colonial architecture!
Upon

reading

ED. NOTE: The Heights of May in the thumbs upon their feet,
20, 1931, pg. 2, column 2, states: wondrously,
"In search of the best for his new these Jacks are nimble and
chapel, Father Lloyd made a partumbleweed quick.
?Arthur Byron, Jr,
ticular study of our stained-glass
windows."
Although we feel that Mr. Mc- Dear Sir:
Keon's article definitely had its
I have witnessed four Humanipoints of vulnerability, we main- ties Series "lectures" delivered by
tain that further discussion of Li- the poets Frost, Eliot, Auden, and
brary policy might yet prove ben- Tate. I came away from those four
eficial to the University.
intellectual and informative gath-

my own light powers.

Ode to Stylus Poetry:
I: The Iceman's Laud for Ginger
Beer
Here then am I, aging well.

I attain all apt proportions,
(ah, that Benedictine bottle
of sad songs
from the Morris chair in the
Guggenheim Museum!)
and am confronted within,
with Esmerelda the Red Raven
to observe unpresent walls
whence I had groping come.
Before my curtain call,
I shall require blood from

five windows;

and up on the shelf more ice still,
upon these tables, loaves,
lest there be Ginger Beer,
It is understandable that among a bright thing, sitting by itself,

the hundreds of students on the
Heights, articles such as "Books
or Artifacts" will occasionally be
written. But it is difficult to understand why such articles should
be printed and circulated far beyond the confines of our campus,
to the embarrassment of the faculty, and of the student body with
a few regrettable exceptions.

Very truly yours,

John M. O'Loughlin,
Librarian

erings with nothing nothing at
all. Oh I had seen the magnificent
T. S. Eliot in the flesh and had
?

To the Editor:
I have no easy facility in the
ooetic art and must admit here,
hat the opening strophe of my
ide below is totally sifted from the
verses in the latest Stylus. Yet this
is done without hesitation: it is a
familiar artistic maxim that imitation infers admiration; then certainly, the closer the resemblance
between originals and any copy,
the more profound the tribute of
the mime. The lines of second
section are, however, creations of

without awareness of its
total figure.

heard Robert Frost's cider-like
voice. But after listening to the
recitations of Frost's, Eliot's and
Auden's poems (much as I enjoy
the poems themselves), I resolved
not to attend any future Readings
and Comments".
Why? It must seem extremely
un-academic but the reason is simple: as an undergraduate student,
one who is supposedly seeking to

learn certain fundamental principles, I did not feel well read
enough in the poets for an appreciation of their readings. And I
am sure if the Humanities Series
endeavors to attract more students
to the lectures, it must bend to the
students themselves. After all for
whom are those lectures primarily
intended? Would it not be more
instructive and surely more interesting to the students to hear a
lecture on say "Imagery in Modern
Poetry" or even "How a Poet
Writes," and delivered by the poets
themselves?
Thus it was with a little more
eagerness that I attended the Allan
Tate lecture which was billed,
"How Not to Read Poetry." But
what happened there ? True to the
prediction of the introducing
speaker, Mister Tate read his own
poems ? Not a word was said relevant to the promised subject.
If I were to try to sum up my
pitiable

weepings

gushed

out

above, I would instruct the Idealists who run the Humanities show
2. On Image-Mongers and x 2 Bards thus: Be realistic, imaginative, and
courteous. And at least try to see
These Jacks are nimble, these
that it might possibly be irksome
quick;
Jacks are
to some people if they went to a
and all a-scribble, with a
show and saw "Snow White and the
hi-diddle-diddle
Seven Dwarfs" when it was adthey hop like the heifer?
vertised as "Baby Doll."
somewhat over the moon,

* * *

with pens for pogosticks.
Despite the staggering
tonnage of

talent

Respectfully,

CHARLES DUFFY,
Sophomore, A&S

By Ed Hurley

"Fourteen inches wider and two
doors closer to the Cardinal," are
the words jokingly used by Miss
Isabelle Finn and her brother
George in describing the new quarters of the Lake Street Book Store.
To the majority of B.C. students
who take the store at "the foot of
the hill" for granted, it is somewhat astonishing- to learn that
only three short years ago, the
largest Catholic university in New
England and one of the largest
seminaries in America had no
"general-type" bookstore in even
relative proximity to the campus.
The story of Lake Street's
growth is indeed worth telling. The
square itself has long had the
MTA station and it was only after
World War II that a retail section
was built up. In 1955, Mr. Philip
Costello, '36, a friend of Miss Finn,
became aroused at the incongruity
of a university with an enrollment
of almost ten thousand not having
a general book store in its neighborhood. After raising sufficient
capital, both he and Miss Finn
launched the bookstore in its location two doors nearer to the college. Today, Lake Street sells upward of 15,000 books a year, 50%
of which are bought by B.C.
students.
Not surprising is the fact that
more and more of Lake Street's
books are being sold in the cheaper,
paper-back editions which as Miss
Finn states, "constitute two-thirds
of all sales." This does not mean
that good books which have not or
probably will not come out in paperback editions are being neglected.
Proof of this is the fact that the
store has sold almost 100 copies of
DR. ZHIVAGO since Pasternak's
name came to the fore only a few
months ago.
Three years experience catering
to the needs of college students
has enabled Miss Finn to draw as
valuable and thought-provoking a
conclusion about Boston College
undergraduates as any survey ever
could. According to Miss Finn,
"B.C. students seem to place heavy
emphasis on historical and philo-

sophic works. Books like "Shakespeare's Images" or "Plato's
Thought" are requested continually while contemporary fiction,
books on the beat generation or
ones of topical interest go unnoticed. The distinguished factor between students at B.C. and other
colleges in Greater Boston is that
the former are less subject to fads.
This is probably due to the fact
that at 8.C., philosophy and theology are presented as the ultimate
in human knowledge. This, in turn,
is good since any other policy of
necessity is carried out at the exof the more worthwhile
fields. In the long run, can there
be any doubt that a college student
gets more out of Dostoyevsky's
"Crime and, Punishment" than one
of the novels of Kerouac?"

pense

Miss Finn further added: "The
reading lists assigned by B.C. pro-

fessors are as varied as Harvard's."
"Television has not stifled but
stimulated the book business, especially in the children's field
where worried mothers buy more
and more books each year."
"There is no notable difference
in taste between male and co-ed
students."
"Books by Maritain and Gilson
are so popular that I could slip
one of their book-jackets on a collection of nursery rhymes and almost get away with selling it."
Looking to the future, Miss Finn
is filled with mixed emotions.
"Bookshops are on the way out.
There are 18,000 blacksmith shops
in the U.S. and only 3,500 legitimate bookstores. Book Clubs are
taking the bread and butter out of
the book business. Here at 8.C.,
however, business is slowly but
steadily increasing."
Although the Finns have styled

themselves President and VicePresident of the Lake Street Book
Store "Corporation," they are anything but that. The cordiality and
humor which permeates the store
makes parting with $7 for a Knox
Translation just "that much
easier."

OPERA REVIEW

LABOHEME
By MAURICE
The English production of La
presented by Boston's
newly organized Opera group met
with great success, Thursday evening, January 29, 1959. The audience was extremely receptive and
indicated their approbation of the
performance by much well-merited

Boheme

LaPIERRE

K. L. Davis, as Rodolpho, who displayed dubious pitch in his early
endeavors, soon found himself and
gave a fine performance.

Miss Adele Leigh's dazzling entrance as Musetta transformed the
entire stage into a sparkling cafe
applause. The expectations which scene. She sang with crisp-clear
followed the sale of 8500 subscrip- diction and masterful control. It
tions to Boston opera enthusiasts was a rare experience to witness
within one week, were fulfilled. Miss Leigh's understanding and
Such an auspicious opening may perfect portrayal of Musetta.
well pave the way for a permaAlthough Mr. Trehy's role is not
nent opera group in Boston worthy such as to arouse the
of national recognition. And noth- of a Musetta, his singingenthusiasm
and intering could be more appropriate than pretation
of Marcello were splenan acknowledged
for Boston,

cen-

did.

ter of learning and culture, to have
its own opera company
this is
The orchestra, composed of
a part of music which has been too twenty-nine members of the Boston Symphony, and under the dilong-neglected.
?

Miss Louise Marshall, who sang
the part of Mimi possesses a rich,
sonorous voice, and was well able
to express the necessary emotions
and tragedy bound up in this role.
And although she had difficulty in
the higher registers during the
lacking control of tone
first act
and clarity in diction,?as the opera
progressed, she acquired an evenness of tono which enabled her to
do justice to her role.
?

rection of Miss Sarah Caldwell, occasionally overshadowed individual
singers, but added experience in
such a small opera house will bring
about the necessary adjustments.
The settings, costumes and lighting all contributed to the necessary atmosphere and were a credit
to David Hays, Patricia Ziprodt
and Aristides Gabetas respectively.

Anyone properly disposed for an
evening of opera necessarily found
The Hawaiian-born tenor, Charles this production most enjoyable.
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by Brian

McKeon

J. of B. JOTTINGS

"EYE ON EDUCATION"
Considering the size of the Educational Review's staff (24 people)
and the fact that it appeared a
couple of months late, a larger and
better magazine might have been
expected. The format of the magazine is weak and the contents vary
greatly in quality.
The first article, dealing with a
research project in school social
adjustment, is long and takes up
one-third of the publication. We
are not sure as to just who wrote
the piece, the Educational Honors
Seminar, or the young ladies whose
names are affixed at the bottom.
The article is thorough, detailed,
and interesting for the general
reader. It would probably have
been better if the subject had been
somewhat less specialized.
The next piece is a description of

the National Defense Education
Act, which explains it quite clearly.
The effect, however, is appreciably
weakened by the ending, which explains a problem in connection with
the Act, but in a very inadequate
manner.

The Roman Spirit is just a paraphrasing of a speech and does not
deserve the name of "article." Further, it is a little hard to believe
that Bishop Wright advised teachers to be blind to the segregation
problem.

This month's Journal of Business
begins with three articles which
seem to be preludes to commencement addresses. They have that
"out into the hard cold world" air
about
them. One is a summary of
The next "article" is little more
than another paraphrasing of a the work done for B. C. undergraduates by Mr. Donaldson and
speech given in Belmont. It is a his Placement Bureau. Another
mystery to this reviewier why it concerns the college graduate in
big business in general and Remtook two writers to do the job.
ington Rand in particular. The
The news sections Eye on Edu- third is a reprint of a talk by Fr.
a
cation and Good Morning Students, Collins on applying for a job
series of do's and don't's.
among
are
the best features of the
Having determined that life rebook. They are refreshingly brief mains as always real and earnest,
and lively, and grind no ideological the Journal proceeds to other conaxes.
siderations. Mr. Fawcett comes up
with the proposal that inflation can
The book reviews, while well
be stopped by having everyone
done, display an unfortunate lack work free for one day each week.
of variety; but this can be cor- But the topic is so broad and the
rected by a more judicious choice treatment so brief that little but
?

The thesis of the next article, St.
Thomas Aquinas and Today's Educational Problems, is even harder
to believe. The connection between
St. Thomas and John Dewey is a

bit obscure. As an authoress, Miss
McLoud is skillful, and it is unfortunate that she chose such a
weak subject upon which to exer- of
books.
cise her skill.
The seal on the inside back cover
In the gory contest which is is
intriguing, containing, as it does,
next: Classical versus Vocational a pen that can't write and a lyre
Education, it is pretty obvious from
that can't play. This reviewer does
the beginning that the fight is not understand the drawing; it's
fixed. Just why the two systems symbolic,
or something.
are necessarily antipodal and antiBox score: 1 excellent article, 2
thetical is never explained. When,
as expected, Classical emerges vic- fine departments, and a plethora
torious, the authoress spoils her of poor material. Not as bad as it
heretofore logical and lucid tech- might have been, nor as good as it
nique by a display of flag-waving. could have been.

English: INEBRIATED RELATIVE

shock

effect

is

achieved. Mr.

Beatty's article on self-service
stores is more thorough but the
article would have profited from
more consideration of the future
than of present methods of selfservice selling.
Mr. Cratty's outline of Finance
as a major field for CBA juniors
and seniors is the most valuable
piece in the whole magazine. The
series, of which this is the inaugural, will be an excellent reference
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fessors). If space demands preclude
such detail, the elimination of the
honor roll of graduates is a loss
easily borne.
With The Variable Annuity Mr.
Mahoney has adapted his exposition
to the space required. The explanation is neither over-simplified nor
fragmentary. One finishes the

article with a sense that he now
knows something about variable vs.
fixed annuities.
Mr. Mahoney ends his article by
hurling a dramatic gauntlet into
the face of Congress and Mr. Belanger immediately picks it up.
According to Mr. Belanger the
investment picture is nebulous in
1959; so is Mr. Belanger. He gets
carried away with the subject of
Wall St. and'the general conditions
of the stock market. When he
doesn't use the business jargon, he
invents words. To avoid a downside risk he should have "oligopolistic" protected patentwise.
Mr. Mussells' editorial says again
what is said every year
extracurricular activities are important.
Someone had to say it this year
?

recent quality of university publications in competition, the Journal Of Business cannot afford to

consider this issue as their best or
even as their average.

.

ELECTRIC TYPING
Professors and students commend my beautiful electric typing. Ph.D., Master and Honors theses;
Reports, Law Briefs, and manuscripts of all descriptions expertly typed. Fast, accurate service.
Excellent references. (Clip ad and save)
Call: Mrs. Allen?Hl 2-1561

For B.C. Students
Chester Baker $3.00 multiple
vitamins at your clinic. Special
price for all students $1.35
per bottle of 100.

NEW ENGLAND'S

FASTEST GROWING
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT

MAKE,

Speak English all your life and what does
it get you? Nothing! But start speaking
Thinklish and you may make $25! Just
put two words together to form a new (and
<»»>»
mmmmsmm |l|g§|p
MMMfMiMW much funnier) one. Example: precision
Q £ bum Diek> ees: Swarmation. (Note:
I
I the two original words form the new
one: swarm+ formation.) We'll pay $25
f
II
each for the hundreds and hundreds of
/
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job could be done on all the major
fields in the university. Perhaps
the individual courses and their
professors could be listed and
described (the courses, not the pro-

and the Journal of Business accepted the challenge. We can only
for underclassmen who are unde- hope that this plea will be more
cided as to what their major will effective than its predecessors.
An outside contribution is the
be. It would be nice if a similar
speech on highways by Hon. John
A. Volpe. For a talk that begins
with GENESIS it is not too long.
It is a brief description of highways from the angel Raphael to
the southwest expressway. It must
have been a compelling truth. By
mentioning God, the Ten Commandments, President Eisenhower,
the Golden Rule, Boston College,
and Joyce Kilmer, how could it
miss?
All in all this was not one of the
Journal's better issues. With the

.
THINKLISH
Thinklish: ORUNCLE

\u2666

new Thinkhsh words judged best?and
we'll feature many of them in our college
ads. Send your Thinkhsh words (with
English translations) to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university, and
class. And while you're at it, light up a
Lucky. Get the full, rich taste of fine tobacco?the honest taste of a Lucky Strike.

SULLIVAN
BROS.

Printers
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
GL 8-6333

Get the genuine article

\u2666

I Get the honest taste
ii:ii:i.y
of a lucky strike
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Auxiliary Plants:
Boston
Oceanporr, N. J.
Pawtucket, R. I.
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DRUZE COMES TO BC DON PANCIERA
WILL GUIDE DEFENSE

. . ..
.
.
.. .
.
.

Karim Khan, now the Aga Khan that one Jim, better stay with
of Pakistan, sprawling to the western and quiz shows).
Dear Baldy:
ground. Explained the Khan, "It's
Wonder who initiated the rumor
Although it's a pretty safe bet all in the game"
Asked to
that Frank Leahy won't be around comment on his brother's coming that the Bruins are practicing
twice a week at the McHugh Foin person next fall, one has to adover
rum?
Also wonder how long
his
influence
hovers
mit that
before the R.O.T.C. goes into the
B.C. football, at least indirectly.
Hockey business
they already
The latest from the Leahy School
have a pretty fair basketball unit
(which includes as alumni, Messrs.
Hope Walter Brown was lookHolovak, Sullivan and Worden) is
ing on Saturday when Ron Walsh
none other than the recently acdrove that one by the B.U. goalie
quired assistant coach Johnny
Anyone who scores that quickDruze. Druze, a graduate of Fordly on Garden Ice belongs there
ham and an end for the renown
Baseball Coach Eddie Pellagrini
"Seven Blocks of Granite", was asexpects the largest turnout since
sistant to Leahy at South Bend for
he's been here when the Bat and
12 years. This former Marquette
Ball season rolls around
ConHead Coach (3 years), is regarded
grats to Cardinal Hayes High
primarily as a defensive expert.
School in New York no less than
Asked how he shackled College of
five alumni now work for Dino
the Pacific's great back Dick Bass
Martin
What ever happened to
in the CO.P., Marquette Contest,
DON ALLARD
Intramural Squash.
Druze replied, "You don't stop
him! You merely try to contain to Chestnut Hill next year, Manhim ..." Against Marquette Bass uel, replied that he was extremely
compiled a mere 27 yards. "We doubtful. "He would have to pertried to plug up his favorite lanes" sonally inspect the Soccer Facil(right tackle, end sweeps). Druze ities," reported Manuel, "as he
went on,"and hoped to drive him plays, you know, in his stocking
inside, into our pursuit area. We feet, and a course or stony field
were willing to give him the five would really be detrimental to his
yarders to stop the twenty-five game."
yarders." Welcome aboard, John!
Sources close to B.C. Basketball
Several in this area who pride are becoming more delighted in the
themselves as top scouts for the team's performance with every
N.F.L., are still wondering how passing game. With wins over
And Providence and Syracuse, they are
Cliff Poirier got away
speaking of the N.F.L., wonder starting to exhibit some of last
how many are aware of the Phila- year's winning form. Maybe an
delphia Eagles' good fortune in N.I.T. bid isn't so far away after
JAMES COLCLOUGH
drafting Jimmy Colclough. Col- all. Probably the least surprised
clough, possibly clouded under the individual, when it come to Sophexploits of Allard and Miller, has omore Sensation Kevin Loughery's HEARD AROUND THE HIGH
been under the covetous eyes of tremendous play, (he leads the SCHOOLS: Don Scarinci (rhymes
those North of the Border for at team in overall points scored, and with 8.C.) talented halfback from
personally took Providence into Everett High, is turning a deaf
least two years now.
account with 24 points, the last ear to the urgings of U. of TenSOCCER CIRCLES: A rumor cur- two, a running jump-shot from the nessee. Likes Chestnut Hill though!
rently making the rounds, concerns foul line with three seconds left
And Johnny Kelliher, of Don
the Gonsales Family. Seems Al- in the game, as B.C. edged Provi- Bosco, the All-Catholic fullback,
51
to
49),
dence
is
his
Freshman
phonse, better known as Speedy
will prep for a year before attemptGonsales, and as revered in South coach Frank Power. Says Frank,
ing to scale the Heights
Hope
"He
certainly
potential
has
the
and
as
American Soccer Circles his now
I
be
if
he
surprised
Sport
wouldn't
sets
the
who
thinks
for
himself
famous brother Manuel, has been
considering B.C. in his future an all time scoring record before and slipped his thirty cents into
a cigarette machine in the Foyer
plans. Speedy, now a senior at the he's through."
of Lyons last Monday, and was reGeorge Villa Memorial High School
in Columbia, gained nation wide FROM JIMMY AT THE TAM: warded with a package containing
acclaim a year ago, when, to the "When I tuned in the Bruins game twenty king-size filters (not tobacutter amazement of both clubs, in Saturday, I couldn't believe my co) wasn't too disappointed. Anya game with a touring Harvard eyes. Just goes to prove though, way you look at it, 100% less nicoSo long Sport?See you
team, he threw a block which sent you never know what you'll 8.C.- tine!
(After next week.
the Crimson left forward, then -ing on T.V. these days"
By

JIM SAVAGE

.

.

.
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NEW BC AIDE

Don Panciera, B.C. quarterback in 1946, was named the Eagles'
backfield coach by head coach Mike Holovak according to an announcement made last Sunday by William J. Flynn, Director of Athletics.
The new Eagle assistant coach has been backfield coach at the
University of Dayton for the past three years.
An all-state quarterback at LaSalle Academy, Providence, R. 1., in
1944, Panciera came to the Heights as a freshman in 1946. He became
a regular quarterback under the late Denny Myers and proved to be
an outstanding passer and defensive back. He completed 39 of 87 passes
for 649 yards and eight touchdowns that year. He was a standout in

..

?
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EAGLE SKI TEAM
TOPS PRINCETON
On Saturday, January 24, the Boston College Ski
Team inaugurated its current season by participating in the Brown Invitational Ski Meet at Cranmore
Mountain in North Conway, N.H. Despite poor snow
condition forecasts, and semester final exams, a sufficient number of ski team members were on hand
to qualify Boston College for the race. The course
was set up as a giant slalom. Frozen granular snow
conditions contributed to the hazards of the race
but the team managed to end up in seventh place
beating out our neighbors from Boston University
and Harvard.

The following Sunday February 1, the ski team
journeyed to the Suicide Six ski area in Woodstock,
Vermont, for the annual running of the Asa C. Osborn Trophy Race sponsored by Northeastern. As in
the previous race the course was set up as a giant
slalom consisting of about sixty gates. The difficulties of a 30° slope were increased by the presence
of ice and freezing temperatures, making sharp
edges a reality. In spite of these hazards the ski
teams finished eighth, nosing out more experienced
teams from American International College and
Princeton.
Among the members participating in the races
were Anthony Giordano, Tom Halpin, Jim McHugh,
Dick Breck, and Ed Hurley. There were no injuries
or broken skis and everyone enjoyed the races. The
next race will be held February 14 at Belknap
Mountain ski area in Laconia, New Hampshire and
everyone is invited to attend.
Plans to organize a ski club on campus have
been abandoned for this year.

..

...

IT'S CONTAGIOUS

.

(Heights Photo by Austin Brewin)

DON PANCIERA
the famous game with Alabama that year when Harry Gilmer sparkled
but B.C. won 16-6 on a frigid day before 40,000 at Braves Field. That
same afternoon, a mile or two distant, Harvard and Vale battled before
a full house.
After the 1946 season Panciera went to the University of San Francisco and played two seasons before joining the professional New York
Yankees in the All America Conference. He was a linebacker for the
Detroit Lions in 1950 and a quarterback for the Chicago Cardinals in
1952. The next two seasons he played with Toronto Argonauts in the
Canadian League. He joined the University of Dayton coaching staff
in the fall of 1956 after serving as Athletic Director at Fort Devens,
Mass., for two years.

John Blake
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BC Tourney Spot

At Stake vs. Navy
By J.R.

SCALLEY

The representatives of B. C. in
basketball, the tall men who jump
and push each other around beneath the boards along with the
small boys who control the rubber
ball which they bounce on the
lacquered floor while moving at a
running speed, have two important
games this weekend. In fact, tonight's contest with Villanova at
Philadelphia and tomorrow afternoon's match with Navy at Annapolis should decide whether or not
B. C. is going to enter the postseason tournament parade. Bad defeats tonight and tomorrow will
cloud the Eagles' hopes more than
steam on a zero morning. The
basketball team was very impressive in licking Syracuse last Friday

GEORGE

GIERSCH

night 78-71 but more demonstrations of what B. C. can do will be
necessary to convince the NCAA
and NIT selection committees that

the school from Chestnut Hill is

big time.
The Syracuse game was deserved
retribution for the crimes penetrated by the Syracusans on Allard
and Company on the latter's early
autumn sojourn to the land of the
Orangemen. Charlestown's Chanc-

ellor, Charles Chevalier, reminded
the Syracusans of another Bostonian named Cousy as he again
demonstrated that the hand is
quicker than the opponent's eye
while directing the Eagles to victory with 24 points. Syracuse, pre-

colunderneath the boards by the muscle
of Giersch, Loughery and McGrath.
Cincebox, a leaping bushman who

season favorite among Eastern
lege tall men, was bottled up

usually scores about 20 points a
game for Syracuse, totaled a weak

nine points as Mr. McGrath did
everything but sit on him. Last
Friday evening was enjoyable for
Mr. Martin but tonight it will be
arduous for the man.
Villanova is ranked twenty-first
in the country according to one of
those polls which enjoys making a
statistic of every hallowed center
of learning. Well informed sources
tab it one of the three best teams
in the East. Since B. C. is not prudently regarded as one of the three
best teams in the East by those
who profess to know, the minor
logician can deduce that B. C. will
not be the favorite to this evening.
A reversal of probabilities might
occur though, for little Providence
(which, of course, B. C. knows isn't
little) bopped Villanova a few
nights back and the Philadelphians
were so riled that they have refused
to play Providence in the future.
A big man named Driscoll is the
Wildcat with the largest press
notices. He measures six feet
eight inches vertically and averages
20 points per game. So perhaps Mr.
McGrath will have a difficult time
tonight containing his advances.
Martin hopes that nobody will run
up too many early fouls to confuse
his stratagems.
Tomorrow afternoon at Annapolis, the hot and cold Midshipmen
will be encountered and must be
regarded highly if only in remembrance of B. C.'s last athletic ap-

pearance with the Naval Academy.
Navy's won-lost record of 10-4 is
impressive for the company Navy
travels in, including a victory over
Vanderbilt which in turn beat Kentucky. The logician would regard
this occurrence as indicative of the
fact that if B. C. beat Navy then it
can beat Kentucky. Oh no! You're
wrong! Too many terms and undistributed middies simply don't go
on the basketball court, referees
notwithstanding.
The importance of these games
as regards B. C.'s after season
activity of eitherbasketball or ping
pong is that Providence has done
well against Villanova and B. C,
to keep up with the Friars, must
do likewise. Four teams in New
England are contending for the
one at-large berth in the NCAA
tourney and a possible bid to the
National Invitational Tourney: B.
U., Providence, Holy Cross and our
own brethren. B. U. has not met
really good teams and Holy Cross
has looked both good and bad.
Providence beat B. C. once and is
the top contender for any bid along
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WALSH SPEARHEADS
BC PRODUCTION LINE
Snooks Kelley's judgment regarding young players has rarely,
if ever, proved disastrous, and
some of the best mental blueprinting came last September when he

announced that Ronnie Walsh,
Owen Hughes, and Billy Daley
would form the Eagles' first line.
At this writing the "Production
line" have accounted for sixty percent of the Boston College goals
and it's well within the realm of
possibility that they could be the
highest scoring trio in Boston College's ice history.
Hughes and Daley, both sophomores, have overcome all expectations of the home brass in their
first season of Varsity action. The
reason stems from a wealth of
ability and hard work and self discipline to the mature leadership of
the "old man" of local hockey's
most exciting trio, Ronnie Walsh.
"He's one of the finest goalscorers
in the East today," Snooks revealed, "and the most improved
player in this area."
The thing that really distinguishes the ex-Christopher Columbus all-star, however, is his
wizardry of firing home the winning goal. (Three times last season and the same for the present
campaign.) Probably the outstanding example was in the St. Lawrence tilt of last December. The
Larries had scored two late third
period goals to send the game into
overtime, and were getting the better of the unscheduled action when
Walsh skated through three Saints
and hit the far cornerwith a twenty
foot forehand drive. "It was the
greatest experience I've had in
hockey," Ronnie said.
Last annum, the lanky South
Bostonian was far from being the
best skater on the squad and it
hampered him. He still managed a
fine season, although most faithful
adherents of the Boston College
Blueline felt he was better than his

with B. C. For B. C. to jump ahead
of Providence in prestige and record, it must win or at least come
very close to winning tonight and
tomorrow. Remaining games with
Providence, B. U., and Holy Cross
will be important. However, if
B. C. shows it can beat top teams
in addition to Suffolk University,
then the committees might regard
New England varsity basketball as
a little more than New York junior
basketball.

showing. Their critiques and howls
have been well taken care of at this
writing as Ronnie sports a point
total including 13 goals and 11
assists.
Talking last Monday to Ronnie
before the Beanpat Tourney encounter with Harvard, he named
Johnny Gallagher as the biggest
aide dc camp in his ice career, with
his present mentor a close second.
His high school campaigns were
marked by his selection to the all
South Shore Team in Junior and
Senior years and a top notch performance in the 1956 State Tourney.

So, faithful readers, come tour-

time and the meetings with the
Goliaths of Western Hockey, we
can be sure that Walsh, Daley and
Hughes will be denting a few
strings with the East's most improved forward, R. Walsh, leading
the way.
ICE CHIPS: Snooks Kelley is
definitely against Boston College
joining the Tri-State Hockey
ney

league. "Geographically it would
a little rough, since we'd have
to make three or four New York
trips a year. Besides this, it would
mean breaking some old ties with
teams like Northeastern, Colby and

be

As regards this season, he feels Dartmouth. For the time being, it
that Boston College has an ex- is out of the question."
cellent chance for the N.C.A.A.
Once again the Eastern rules
championship tourney at Troy, committee has ruled out a playoff
New York. "If we don't suffer any for the two eastern berths in the
injuries and sustain our present N.C.A.A. tourney at Troy, New
pace we should make it."
York. In past years there have
Ronnie's personal choices as the been four or five contenders for
top enemy wings were Bob Marquis two spots and usually the best
of B. U. and Art Chisholm of team is left out and the East
Northeastern. "I'd have to rate squads are blown apart. A playoff
Graham of Clarkson and Presley would take care of this problem
of St. Lawrence as the best de- and possibly regain the cup for a
fensemen", he said, "they were New England school.
great in the December meetings.
Dartmouth has entered the N.C.
On the subject of goaltenders, he A.A. picture with solid thumpings
named Al Steer of St. Lawrence of Harvard and Boston University.
and Sarge Kinlon of Clarkson at They can be classed along with
the top.
Clarkson, Boston University, BosWalsh's blinding forehand shot ton College, St. Lawrence and
has been applauded by several R. P. I. as possible entrants in the
members of his own team. "Ron- finals. A nice headache for the senie's shot is just what the doctor lection committee.
A tip of the hat to "Red" Martin
ordered in those overtime games,"
one teammate said. Al Steer the and Joe Jangro for the fine deSt. Lawrence goalie put Walsh in fensive performances consistent in
the #2 spot behind Marquis as this every Boston College hockey game
area's top forwards. Steer's words this year.
consisted of a dejected "he's great."
Phil Langan
?

INDIVIDUAL SCORING, RESULTS AND SCHEDULE
No. Games
Results
Played FG
F TP
Won 12
Lost 4
Kevin Loughery ...... 16 105 57 267 BC 80 U. Rhode Island 67
Jack Magee
16 86
35 205 BC 72 Holy Cross
63
38
Chuck Chevalier ...... 16 69 37 175 BC 79 Northeastern
16
George Giersch
69 26 164 BC 80 N. Y. U.
81
15 49
Frank McArdle
37 135 BC 81 U. Connecticut 55
16
40
Barry McGrath
47 25 119 BC 87 Tufts
Frank Quinn
15 12
0 24 BC 67 Brown
54
8
66
John Schoppmeyer ..9
7 23 BC 74 Seton Hall
Jim Power
8
6
4
16 BC 98 Brown
78
Bob Latkany
9
5
3
13 BC 60 Providence
67
Dick Schaller
3
4
0
8 BC 70 St. Bonaventure 82
Rudy Yon Burg
3
3
2
8 BC 66 Fairfield
56
3
3
1
7 BC 67 Georgetown
73
John McAuliffe
4
2
2
6 BC 73 Suffolk U.
Ray Falvey
51
1
1
Yin McKeever
2
3 BC 51 Providence
49
BC 78 Syracuse
71
49
16 468 237 1173 BC 63 Harvard
Opponents total points: 991
COMING GAMES
Friday, February 6
Villanova at the Palestra, Philadelphia, Pa.
Scoring
Player

..._.

?

Saturday, February 7

?

Navy at Annapolis.
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FOR A 1959 FORD OR A
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Sophs Shine
In Track Win

thThreEEoAuGgLS YE

By

Football League

P.J. McLAUGHLIN

Captain Jack Dempsey and the
B. C. Track Team filled in the midterm Holiday with an impressive
72-49 victory over Bowdoin at
Brunswick, Maine, last Saturday.
Dempsey tookthe 35 Pound Weight
Division with a 46 ft. 11 in. toss,
By PHIL LANGAN
but the 'big noise' was made by a
Bill Gilligan's trackmen, whose efforts have been overshadowed by couple of sophomores, Larry Barry
the football, hockey and basketball teams, romped to their finest indoor and Walter Shield. Barry won the
triumph in several years last Saturday via a 72-49 conquest of Bowdoin. discus event (129-1%), the shotput
Larry Barry (Discus and Shotput), Walter Shields (high jump and (47-5%), and placed second in the
mile relay), Ed Quinn and Bob O'Leary paved the way for an Eagle high hurdle, 40 yard dash events
victory. Quinn set a record in the 1000 yard run with a time of 2:20, and third in the 35 pound weight
while O'Leary ran a record breaking 4:22:2 mile. B.C. was five and and low hurdles events. On the
one in cross country competition, and outside of the K. of C. meet are whole, a rather impressive perundefeated during the current indoor season.
formance by this sophomore from
His 'partner in points',
golf
appointed
replace
Ex B. C.
star Fordie Pitts has been
to
Bernie Brockton.
Cambridge, won the
Shields,
from
Burke as golf coach at the Heights. Fordie captained the '57 squad and high jump, ran on the winning and
is one of the outstanding players in New England. B. C.'s amateur minor
record breaking mile relay team,
sports program has been below par for the past few years.
placed second in the broad jump
Al Kelley's exodus as coach from Brown to Colgate should spear- and low hurdles and finished third
head the drive for an Eastern college football league. This league would in the high hurdles.
include the likes of Syracuse, Pitt, Perm State, B. U., B. C, Colgate, Holy
After a performance like that
Cross, and either Army or Navy. Eastern pigskin prestige suffered what more can be said? We can
little by the excellent showing of Syracuse in the Orange Bowl, and the only borrow from Coach Bill Gilproposed eight team circuit would assure the league leader of an annual ligan who beaming proudly after
visit to a bowl game. It wouldn'tbe long before this side of the seaboard the match replied to any and all
regained its high position of the late forties. The tentative Eastern questions asked, "it was a team
bowl game which would send the Lambert trophy winner against a Big victory, but what I think is even
Ten or Southeast eleven, should be a further weapon for the East's better, it has proven what we can
gridiron buildup.
do in a meet like this. It certainly
is
a great feeling to have boys like
and
showing
Loughery
Chevalier,
Giersch,
The formidable
of
comBarry and Shields on your team."
pany in the 76-71 victory over Syracuse puts B. C. on top in the New
Also making a mark on Maine
England basketball picture. After a shaky start the locals "pushed"
soil
were Eddie Quinn, John Joyce,
at
half
in
way
point
their
into a five
lead
the
and were never headed
Bob O'Leary and the B. C. mile rethe second stanza.
lay team; Walter Shields, Bill
John Thomas's record-breaking Falla, Dick O'Shaughnessy and
performance at New York last SatTom McCarron, all of whom set
urday should preserve some of the
new records.
local high school stars for B. U.
Sharing the spotlight with Barry
program
Their track
is rapidly
developing and could equal Villanova's in three or four years. The
same cannot be said of B. C, Tufts,
or Holy Cross. Progress at the
Heights has been coming along but
not fast enough to pose a threat to
the Philadelphians. The answer is
simply a lack of facilities. For
each of the aforementioned three
schools to build a track cage would
gilligan
BILL
be a financial impossibility. HowSHIELDS, QUINN, O'LEARY,
ever, if they combined their resources and erected a modern building
which would seat ten thousand, and serve for practice and actual com- and Shields, was Bob O'Leary.
petition, the products of Rindge Tech, Newton, and Boston English, With the amazing time of 4:22.2 in
would be less likely to depart for greener pastures.
the mile run and a second to his
The newest addition to the Boston College coaching staff, Al Pan- teammate Quinn who set a record
ciera, had some sensational Saturday afternoons while quarterbacking in the 1000 yard run, O'Leary conDenny Myers 1946 squad. He passed Alabama out of Braves Field in a tinued in his winning form.
The two mile run was captured
13-6 victory over a team which featured Harry Gilmer, and threw touchdown passes against Michigan State in another B. C. upset. His pro by John Joyce in 9:57.2, also a new
career was spent with the old New York Yankees, the Detroit Lions and record.
The 600 yard run was taken by
the Chicago Cardinals.
O'Shaughnessy.
at
rosters
quick
league
A
look
the
of the twelvenational
clubs shows
The high jump featured the only
that no less than seven B. C. grads are playing for pay. Art Donovan
(Bait.), Art Spinney (Bait.), Frank Morze (San-Fran.), Joe Johnson tic in the Meet as both Shields of
(Green Bay), Dick Lucas (Pitts.), Ernie Stautner (Pitts.), and John B. C. and Brown of Bowdoin deadMiller (Wash), have been highly successful with their respective em- locked at 5 ft. 8 in.
The previous mile relay record
ployers. The Canadian league, already amazed by the play of Ed
"Butch" Songin, won't be let down in any way by the likes of Don Allard was flattened under the flying feet
and Cliff Poirier, who will be up in the land of "Rocket" Richard come of Shields, Falla, O'Shaughnessy
and McCarron, as the quartet comnext September.
to establish a new 3:33.7
At this writing, the B. C. hockey team is No. 3 in Eastern Ice cir- bined
time.
cles. Quite a feat, since most of the other sextets contain four or five
Once again, however, B. C. lost
Canadians while Snooks Kelley's charges depend on local talent and still what could have been valuable
produce a top notch record. Minus Canadian lads, B. U., R. P. 1., Clark- points
due to the fact that they
son, and St. Lawrence would play second fiddle to the Eagles.
have no pole vaulter. ConsequentMike Roarke who caught two T.D. passes in the 19-14 triumph over ly anybody with a pole who can
Holy Cross in 1951, will get a crack at the Milwaukee Braves No. 2 vault would be welcomed by one
catching position this Spring.
and all at any practice session.
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In Sportswriting
Report Tuesday
Between
3-5 P.M.

LAST OPPORTUNITY
See or Call
RALPH BENWARE '59
Ex 6-6299

JACK WISEMAN '59
Ex 6-6299

OLD VIENNA
1316 Commonwealth

- LITTLE HOFBRAU

Aye.

(Just 5 minutes from the college)

Minute Sirloin Steak

99^

Tenderized Veal Cutlets

99^

Onion Rings, French Fried Potatoes, Chef Salad, Rolls and Butter

Whipped

Potatoes,

Fresh Peas, Rolls and Butter

Sauerkraut or Knockwurst

Boiled Potato, Rolls and Butter
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(By theAuthor of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college leaving
his home-town sweetheart with vows of eternal love, and then
he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in such cases, is the
honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can dowhat Rock Sigafoos did.
When Rock left Cut and Shoot, Pa., he said to his sweetheart,
a simple country lass named Tess d'Urbervilles, "My dear,
though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballsparch and
wither, may my viscera writhe like adders, may the moths get
my new tweed jacket!"
Then he clutched Tess to his bosom and planted a final kiss
upon her fragrant young skull and went away, meaning with
all his heart to be faithful.

Ira
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But on the very first day of college he met a coed named Fata
Morgana, a girl of such sophistication, such poise, such savoir
faire as Rock had never beheld. She spoke knowingly of Franz
Kafka, she hummed Mozart, she smoked Marlboros, the cigarette with better "makin's". Now, Rock didn't know Franz
Kafka from Pinocchio, or Mozart from James K. Polk, but
Marlboros he knew full well. He knew that anyonewho smoked
Marlboros was modern and advanced and as studded with
brains as a ham with cloves. Goodsense tells you thatyou can't
beat Marlboro's new improved filter, and you never could beat
Marlboro's fine flavor. This Rock knew.
So all day he followed Fata around campus and listened to
her talk about Franz Kafka, and then in the evening he went
back to the dormitory and found this letter from his home-town
sweetheart Tess:
Dear Rock,
Us kids had a keen time yesterday. We went down to the
pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of anybody.
Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots of nutsy stuff
like that. Well, I must close now because I got to whitewash

the fence.

. -.

,

Yourfriend,
T

....

Tess

7 can do my Hula Hoop 3,000 times.
P.5
Well sir, Rock thought about Tess and then he thought about
Fata and then a great sadness fell upon him. Suddenly he knew
he had outgrown young, innocent Tess; his heart now belonged

7 DAYS AT GLORIOUS BERMUDA
PAN-AMERICAN FLIGHT
RESERVATIONS AT PRINCESS HOTEL

3S3OBSBBC

HOCKEY STATISTICS
A TPts.
Results: Won 12, Lost 3
11
24
BC 3 Harvard
1
13
2
Ron Walsh
11 24
BC 3 Brown
21
22
Tommy Martin ...... 1
BC 7 Vale
3
Owen Hughes
9
17
8
BC 6 Princeton
3
Bob Leonard
8
9
17
5 (ovt.)
BC 6 St. Lawrence
Capt. Joe Jangro .... 2
11 13
BC 2 Clarkson
6
Jack Cusack
6
6
12
BC 10 R.P. I.
5
Dave Pergola
7
5 12
BC 0 Michigan State 6
Ed Smith
5
5
10
BC 7 Providence
2
John Madden
3
5
8
BC 8 Northeastern 2
4
7
Don O'Neill
3
BC 7 Brown
5
3
6
Bob Famiglietti ...... 3
BC 3 Harvard
2 (ovt.)
1
3
4
Bob Boyle
BC 1 Boston Univ.
5
0
1
1
Bill Balcom
BC 6 Colby
3
1
Jim Logue
0
1
BC 6 Harvard
4
TOTAL
75 103 179
COMING GAMES
Thursday, February 5
Dartmouth at Hanover, N. H.
(Varsity and Freshman)
Saturday, February 7
Army at West Point.
Scoring:
Player
Billy Daley

99(f

to smart, sophisticated Fata.
Rock, being above all things honorable, returned forthwith
to his home town and walked up to Tess and looked her in the
eye and said manfully, "I do not love you any more. I love
a girl namedFata Morgana. You can hit me in the stomach with
all your might if you like."
"That's okay, hey," said Tess amiably. "I don't love you
neither. I found a new boy."
"What is his name?" asked Rock.
"Franz Kafka," said Tess.
"A splendid fellow," said Rock and shook Tess's hand and
they haveremained good friends to this day. In fact, Rock and
Fata often double-date with Franz and Tess and have heaps
of fun. Franz can do the Hula Hoop 6,000 times.
?
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All's well that ends well including Philip Morris. Philip
Morris ends well and begins well and is made of superb
natural tobaccos by the same people who make Marlboro*.
?
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Coe Foundation Receives Campus Club Will Educator's Seminar Treats
Grant For Summer Work DiscussVital Issues "Boston-Hub of Universe"
Graduate
School has received a grant of
$10,000 from The Coe Foundation
for its Institute in American Studies which will be conducted this
summer.
The Boston

College

nation's youth to know
more about the American heritage
so they could discharge their duties
and live their lives as responsible
American citizens.
courage the

Coe, who was born in Wales and
Attending the Institute will be educated in England, believed the
twenty-five outstanding New Eng- study of American history was the
land high school teachers who will most important subject and was
take courses in American political most neglected in the curriculum

and constitutional history, Amer- of the nation's schools.
ican literatureand the social scene,
His grants to Boston College,
and attend seminars conducted by
Vale, the University of Wyoming
business and community leaders.
and other leading universities for
Rev. Paul A. FitzGerald, S.J., American studies is a program of
dean of the Graduate School of encouragement for thoughtful and
Arts and Sciences, said Dr. John alert
citizens.
Betts of the Department of History
has been named Director of the Fr. FitzGerald said the Boston
College program unites the fields
Institute.
The Coe Foundation was estab- of American history, literature,
lished by William Robertson Coe, and social science for the teachers
New York insurance executive and who are now being selected for the
Wyoming philanthropist, to en- Institute.

In order to better understand

and evaluateinternational problems
of interest to the student at B. C.
the World Relations League has
held a number of meetings at
which its members have participated in panel discussions. In
addition, able and experienced
speakers, from both private life
and governmental service, are invited to address the members. At
the last meeting, Dr. Guenther C.
Motz of the German Consulate,
spoke on one of today's most challenging topics
Germany: the
Crisis it Faces.
Under the supervision of its
moderator,Dr. Raymond J. Allman,
League elections were held at the
close of the first semester. Ralph
Moore was chosen President; Bill
Joyce, Vice-President; Joe Hagan,
Treasurer; and Paul Burns, Secre-

The

Educators'

Seminar

on Dr. Cyril C. Herrmann, vice president, Arthur D. Little, Inc.; Preston
Crafts Jr., vice president, First National Bank of Boston, and Hervert
Evans, vice president, Boston Tow
Boat Co.

"Metropolitan Boston
Gateway
to the World" was held at 4 p.m.
Thursday, February 5, at Boston
College, sponsored by the New
England Economic Education Council, the College of Business Administration at Boston College and
?

Committeemembers for the Educators' Seminar were: Thomas J.

the B. C. School of Education. Curtin,
Rev. Charles F. Donovan,
More than 300 attended the seminar S.J.;
John T. Galvin, Rev. W.
held at Campion Hall.
Seavey Joyce, S.J., Elmer S. Mapes,
Keynote speaker was Ernest George L. McKim, Lester Vander
Henderson, president of the World Werf, Rev. John J. L. Collins, S.J.,
Trade Center, who discussed the John B. Davis, Jr., Leo C. Donahue,
role played by the Center in eco- George H. Ellis, Joseph H. Gibbons,
nomic affairs. The special theme Carl J. Gilbert, Dennis C. Haley,
of the second annual conference Ernest Henderson, John W. Mcwas Metropolitan Boston's stake in Devitt, Lawrence G. McGinn, Derworld trade. Dr. Lester Vander wood A. Newman, Rt. Rev. Msgr.
tary.
The next meeting, which will be Werf, president of the New Eng- Timothy F. O'Leary, Benjamin F.
held on February 12, will consist land Economic Education Council Stacey, Charles Thibadeau, Wilof a panel discussion led by the ex- and member of the Northeastern liam A. Welch and Donald J. White.
president of the League, Joe Cor- University faculty served as chaircoran. The discussion will concern man.
the tensions and problems which
The panel discussion was titled,
presently exist between Red China
and the United States. All are in- "Exporting and Importing Goods
vited to attend.
and Ideas." Participants included
?

Fr.

Dwyer Speaks
To Campion Group

The annual social meeting of the
Campion Choral Speakers was held
Sunday, February the first, from 7
to 9 P.M. in Campion Hall. The
guest speaker of the evening was
the Reverend Daniel N. Dwyer,
S.J., Professor of English in the
School of Education. A buffet supper organized and provided by
present members of the Campion
Choral Speakers completed the
evening's activity.
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Visit, Phone, Write

CONTACT
LENS

f

77 SUMMER ST.
BOSTON

Liberty 2-1929

EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa to
Sweden. You're accompanied
not
herded around. College age only. Also
short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia (Box 2) Pasadena, Cal.
?
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Get satisfying flavor...So friendly to your taste!
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See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine
tobacco travels and gentles the smoke?
makes it mild?but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!
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HERE'S WHY SMOKE
You get Pall Mall's
-y famous length of the
J_ finest tobaccos
money can buy.
©A. T. Co.

Product oj (Jni

tickets, and other special events in
Boston.

Special

STUDENT
WEEKEND

..

Double-bedded rooms
Twin-bedded rooms
Triple

?

Travels it over,
around and
through Pall Mall's
fine tobaccos!

_

RATES

Single with running water
Single with bath

THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

naturally.

...

1

Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke

.. . ...

Centrally located near KenmorcSquare in Boston
convenient to
airports
rail depots
and rapid
subway service to all parts of the city.
Special Somerset facilities for theatre

?_

$3.75
$6.25

_______.......$4.00

(Per Person)

$4.fl
$4.30

Alio rates for 4 or mora to saltt

*J under,

ijovajeeo- is

W' HOTEL
400 Commonwealth Avenue

cur middle name

Boston 15, Mass. COpley 7-9000

